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General Scoring Note 
When applying the scoring guidelines, the response does not need to meet every single criterion in a column. You should award the score according 
to the preponderance of evidence. 

 
 

Question 3: Analytical Essay 5 points 
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The student offers a The student understands The student recognizes the The student develops an The student develops a The student develops 
response that is totally the question but offers passage(s), but presents adequate essay analyzing how good essay analyzing a strong essay 
irrelevant, totally no meaningful analysis. only a weak essay. It may Laocoon and Cotta seek to how Laocoon and Cotta analyzing how 
incorrect, or merely Although the student be confusing and lack persuade their listeners to seek to persuade their Laocoon and Cotta 
restates the question. may not recognize the organization, or it may rely respond to uncertain listeners to respond to seek to persuade 

passages, the response on summary. It addresses situations. The essay reflects uncertain situations, their listeners to 
contains some correct, (1) only portions of each some understanding of the providing main ideas and respond to uncertain 
relevant information. passage, or (2) one passage passages, OR the essay may some supporting details. situations and 

well, but the other not at be strong for one passage but Although the analysis consistently aligns it 
all. weak for the other. Analysis (1) may not be nuanced, it is to Latin evidence. 

may not be well developed, (2) based on a sound Occasional errors 
may rely on main ideas but few understanding of the need not weaken the 
supporting details, or (3) may Latin. overall impression of 
be more summary than the essay. 
analysis. 
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The student The student cites no The student provides little The student may provide few The student uses The student uses 
demonstrates no Latin, or only individual Latin support, taken out of accurate Latin citations; they examples of Latin that copious examples of 
understanding of Latin Latin words, and exhibits context or misunderstood; may not be linked to the are generally accurate, accurate, specific, 
in context. either no understanding or may use no Latin. analysis or may fail to support specific, relevant, and and relevant Latin, 

of the Latin in context, or it. properly cited; while properly cited, drawn 
a complete they are not plentiful, from throughout 
misunderstanding. they are drawn from both passages. 

throughout both 
passages. 
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The student does not The student does not The student may make The student may display only The student makes some The student 
draw inferences and draw inferences and incorrect assumptions or limited understanding of inferences and draws consistently uses 
conclusions based on conclusions based on the make inferences and implied information. some conclusions that inferences and draws 
the passages. passages. conclusions based on the accurately reflect the conclusions that 

passages only rarely. Latin and support the accurately reflect the 
analysis. The student Latin and support the 
may rely on what is analysis. 
stated or may make 
inaccurate inferences. 
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The student shows no The student shows no The student may show no The student may sometimes The student uses specific The student is able to 
understanding or a understanding or a understanding or a misunderstand contextual contextual references use specific 
thorough thorough thorough references or fail to connect that support the analysis. contextual references 
misunderstanding of misunderstanding of misunderstanding of them effectively to the consistently in order 
context and provides context and provides no context; references to analysis. to support the 
no meaningful meaningful discussion of context, if any, are analysis. 
discussion of context or context or contextual irrelevant. 
contextual references. references. 
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Question 3 

Note: Student samples are quoted verbatim and may contain spelling and grammatical errors. 

Overview 

Responses were expected to demonstrate clear and coherent arguments about Latin texts and Roman culture, 
overall comprehension of Latin readings outlined in the course syllabus, and analysis, analysis of the effects of 
language usage and stylistic features in Latin texts.  

Sample: 3A 
Score: 5 

The essay presents a strong analysis of the speeches of both Laocoon and Cotta, which consistently aligns with 
copious Latin evidence. The student also consistently uses inferences and draws conclusions from the Latin text 
and uses specific contextual references to support the essay’s analysis. 

The student draws textual support from throughout both passages to discuss the motivations of both Laocoon 
and Cotta. Thus, for instance, in order to support their claim that Laocoon tries to convince with his manner of 
speaking, the essay cites line 2 (Laocoon ardens summa decurrit ab arce). It then continues with the detailed 
inference: “The fact that he’s described as burning and because he runs down from the highest citadel, the 
Trojans would sense his alarm, making them more likely to listen to him with his first statement, ‘O miseri, quae 
tanta insania, cives?’ (line 3).” The essay also quotes accurately from Lines 5 and 7, and nicely concludes the 
discussion with “Laocoon shows the Trojans that these aren’t just words, that he actually means what he says 
and will act on it.” 

Concerning Passage B, the essay wades into the discussion of the situation saying that, advising against 
Ambiorix’s suggestions, Cotta “reminds the others of the most responsible things to do. He believes that ‘nihil 
temere agendum’ (line 6), nothing should be done recklessly and that ‘ex hibernis iunussa Caesaris discendum’ 
(line 6), they shouldn’t leave the winter camps without Cesar’s order.” The student juxtaposes Ambiorix’s 
arguments with Cotta’s, using ample Latin citations from through Lines 2-4, 7-8, 9, and 10-11, to support their 
argument that Cotta both “address[es] the main concern, that the winter camps will fall to the enemy” and “looks 
at the situation as a whole in order to convince the others.” The essay concludes by saying that Cotta forces them 
to “realize that they shouldn’t take advice from the enemy.”   

Sample: 3B 
Score: 3 

This essay presents an adequate analysis of the rhetorical strategies of both Laocoon and Cotta, but the overall 
quality of the essay is weakened by the presence of only a small number of accurately translated Latin citations, 
superficial or misconstrued inferences, and a weaker treatment of the context for Passage B. 

In their discussion of either passage, the student rarely uses explicit, accurate citations to the Latin text to 
support their arguments. For Passage A, the student does not cite lines from throughout the passage (only from 
lines 3, 4, 4-5, and 5). In these citations the strongest inference comes when they argue that Laocoon reinforces 
his argument for Greek trickery by “conjur[ing] up the image of the famous Greek Ulysses [...] (Sic notus Ulixes?),” 
but the inference could have been stronger by relating the point specifically to the whole Latin citation. For 
Passage B, the student only cites lines 5, 6, and 8-9. And of these, in particular, the essay’s contrast between the 
audience of Laocoon—all of Troy—and of Cotta— “only those in charge” —using “Compluresque [...] centuriones” 
as support represents a superficial inference. Moreover, the essay’s suggestion that Cotta discussion of the 
Germans in lines 8-9 represents a favorable representation of the enemy illustrates the essay’s weaker discussion 
of the context of Passage B.  
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Question 3 (continued) 
 

Despite a sustained analysis of the rhetorical strategies of both Laocoon and Cotta, the relative lack of accurate 
Latin citations and specific conclusions drawn from these citations earned this essay a 3.       

Sample: 3C 
Score: 1 
 
This essay presents poor quality analysis because the response doesn’t indicate any specific recognition of the 
passages themselves or their context. For instance, the response’s introduction represents a vague restatement 
of the prompt: “Both Laocoon and Cotta are specific leaders in both passages and both show them speaking 
about the uncertain situation.” The response provides no specific and accurate Latin support, and where it 
cites lines from the passage, it misinterprets them: for example, the response cites Passage A lines 4-6 as an 
explanation of how the Trojans “need to device a way to ambush [the Greeks] in battle.” However, the 
misunderstanding of general context is more pronounced for Passage B than Passage A. While the essay does 
include inferences about the Latin, namely that “Laocoon and Cotta persuade their listeners through tone and 
careful planning,” these inferences are flawed due to the lack of understanding of the Latin.  
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